RECREATION

SLC REGIONAL ATHLETIC COMPLEX

• Economic development generator
• Self-sustainable through Regional Tournaments
• Wetland mitigation through wetland enhancement
• Multiple-use rectangular fields accommodating soccer, rugby, lacrosse, field hockey, and football
• Future baseball fields to accommodate Little League through collegiate

MILLRACE PARK

• Multi-use park including a dog park and urban fishing
• $200k Urban Fishery Grant
• ADA playground
• Trails with access to the Jordan River Parkway
• National Guard grading
JORDAN RIVER OXBOW
• Landfill and rail line made into a park
• Incorporated wetlands and open water to support natural habitats

JORDAN RIVER TRAILSIDE
• Contains wetland mitigation from the Regional Athletic Complex
• Stabilized riverbank
• Habitat viewing areas
• Jordan River Trail enhanced
• Invasive plants replaced with natural vegetation
• Trailhead

REVITALIZATION